Filmskript: Wizadora – Episode 4: The Magic Cloak

00:00
Tatty Bogle: There’s one under the bench. There’s one in the flower pot. Now there are twenty-nine. There’s one behind the bush. Now there are thirty. Now, I’ve got thirty eggs. Thirty nice brown eggs. I can sell my eggs at the market. Now, where’s my bicycle? Oh, no! My bicycle, it’s got a flat tyre. It’s late. The market. Wizadora can help!

01:05
Tatty Bogle: Oh, Wizadora?
Wizadora: Tatty Bogle! What’s the matter?
Tatty Bogle: Oh, Wizadora. I’ve got thirty brown eggs in my basket and my bicycle, it’s got a flat tyre.
Wizadora: Oh dear, Tatty, and it’s market day today.
Tatty Bogle: It’s very late. My bicycle is broken.
Hangle: Here you are Wizadora. You can mend the bicycle.
Wizadora: No, it’s very difficult.
Very Old Fish: Wizadora! Try a magic spell.
Wizadora: Touch my nose. Touch my ear ... Oh, Tatty. I’m sorry. Oh dear. I’m not a very clever wizard.

02:10
Phoebe: Poor Tatty Bogle. No market today!
Very Old Fish: Wizadora! Tatty Bogle can go to the market! Where’s your magic cloak?
Hangle: Oh yes! Here it is, Wizadora.
Wizadora: Well done! Thank you, Very Old Fish. Look, Tatty Bogle. This is my magic cloak. Now you can go to the market. Come on, Cloak. Let’s go to the market. Now Cloak. Come on,you can go to the market. Come on, Cloak. Come on, Tatty, let’s go to the market.
Phoebe: Tatty Bogle! The door,please!
Middle: What’s in the basket?
Top: Eggs.
Middle: Eggs! How many are there?
Top: One, two, three ...
Wizadora: Alright. Let’s go to the market.
Tatty Bogle: Is it magic?
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Wizadora: Yes, it is. It can go to the market.
Phoebe: Has she got the eggs?
Wizadora: No she hasn’t.
Top: Twenty-seven, twenty-eight, twenty-nine, thirty. There are thirty eggs.
I can have five. You can have five. You can have five.
Hangle: Stop it! They’re Tatty’s eggs.
Wizadora: Touch my nose. Touch my toe. One, two, three and away we go!
Tatty Bogle: My eggs! My eggs!
Wizadora: Come on Cloak: Don’t be silly. Let’s go to the market! Touch my nose.
Touch my toe. One, two, three and away we go!

04:17
Wizadora: Oh cloak. This isn’t right. This isn’t the market. It’s a street.
Tatty Bogle: Look! There’s the supermarket.
Wizadora: No, Tatty. Come here. Hurry up, Cloak. The market! Are you ready?
Touch my nose. Touch my toe. One, two, three and away we go! Oh Cloak. Wrong again! This isn’t the market. This is the park. Don’t be silly. Try again.
Tatty Bogle: The park? Is there a playground?
Wizadora: Yes, there is.
Tatty Bogle: Are there swings?
Wizadora: Yes, there are.
Tatty Bogle: Is there a slide? Is there a seesaw?
Wizadora: Yes! But Tatty. It’s late. The market – your eggs!
Tatty Bogle: We can play. Come on Cloak. We can play on the swings.
Wizadora: Tatty! Cloak! Oh well! They’re happy. Now they can play. Home.
Tatty Bogle: I can swing high, Cloak. Watch me. Cloak, look! There’s a roundabout.
We can play on the roundabout. Come on, I can push.

06:04
Hangle: Hello? Hello, Wizadora!
Very Old Fish: Where’s Tatty Bogle? Is she at the market?
Wizadora: No, she isn’t.
Hangle: Where’s the cloak?
Wizadora: They’re at the playground.
Hangle: The playground?
Very Old Fish: Coffee, Wizadora?
Wizadora: Oh, thank you.
Very Old Fish: Is there a packet of biscuits, Hangle?
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Hangle: There are some chocolate biscuits.
Wizadora: Thank you.
Bottom: Biscuits! Biscuits! Mmmm. She’s got some chocolate biscuits.
Top: Chocolate? Chocolate?
Sticky: Has she got chocolate biscuits?
Drawer People: Yes! She has!
Top: How many biscuits are there?
Middle: Ten biscuits.
Bottom: Five biscuits.
Middle: Six biscuits.
Bottom: Mmmmm. Chocolate biscuits. Look, he can get the biscuits.
Very Old Fish: Have they got the biscuits? Look, Hangle. They can get the biscuits!
Hangle: Yes, they can! Stop. They’re Wizadora’s biscuits.
Drawer People: He’s got the biscuits! He’s got the biscuits!
Top: They aren’t Wizadora’s biscuits ... they’re my biscuits. Is this Hangle’s biscuit? No, it’s my biscuit. Poor Hangle hasn’t got a biscuit.
Middle: This is Phoebe’s biscuit.
Bottom: No it isn’t. It’s my biscuit.
Sticky: They’re our biscuits.
Drawer People: Poor Wizadora, she hasn’t got a biscuit.
Hangle: Wizadora! Those aren’t their biscuits. They’ve got your biscuits.

08:17
Tatty Bogle: Tatty Bogle. Hello!
Very Old Fish: Hello. Tatty Bogle.
Tatty Bogle: Hello. Poor Cloak. It’s tired. Where are the biscuits?
Hangle: They’ve got the biscuits.
Tatty Bogle: Biscuits, please!
Top: Oww!
Tatty Bogle: Thank you.
Hangle: Well done, Tatty Bogle!
Tatty Bogle: Look, Wizadora!
Phoebe: Tatty, your bicycle!
Very Old Fish: Well done, Phoebe!
Wizadora: You’re very clever, Phoebe.
Phoebe: I can mend bicycles.
Tatty Bogle: Now I can go to the market! Thank you, Phoebe.
Wizadora: Come on, Phoebe, we can have some biscuits.
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Wizadora’s Song

My name’s Wizadora. I’m Phoebe, I’m a telephone. These are my friends. This is my home.
Her name’s Wizadora. Phoebe is a telephone. We are her friends. This is our home. I can
do magic spells, sometimes they work very well. She can
do magic spells, sometimes they work very well.
Her name’s Wizadora. Phoebe is a telephone. These are my friends. This is my home.

Language Review (The words underlined appear in writing on the video.)

Top:  Is there an apple?
Middle:  Yes. There is. There’s an apple.
Top:  Is there an apple?
Middle:  Yes. There is. There’s an apple.
Sticky:  Are there some biscuits?
Top:  Yes, there are. There are some biscuits.
Sticky:  Are there some biscuits?
Top:  Yes, there are. There are some biscuits.
Sticky:  Are there some biscuits?
Middle:  Mmmmm. Yes, there’s a banana.
Sticky:  Is there a plum?
Top:  Yes, there is.
Sticky:  Are there some strawberries?
Middle:  Mmmmmm. Yes, there are.
Sticky:  Is there a box of chocolates?
Top:  Yes, there is. I can get the apple.
Middle & Sticky:  We can get the biscuits. They’re our biscuits. They’re our biscuits.
Top:  They can get their biscuits. I can get the plum.
Top:  They can get their biscuits. I can get the plum.
Middle:  I can get the strawberries.
Sticky:  I can get the box of chocolates.
Top:  How many chocolates are there?
Sticky: There are six chocolates.
Middle & Top: They’re our chocolates.
Sticky: No, they’re my chocolates.
Bottom: I’m hungry. Is there a cake?
Sticky, Middle, Top: No, there isn’t.
Bottom: Is there a cake?
Sticky, Middle, Top: No, there isn’t.
Bottom: Are there some strawberries?
Sticky, Middle, Top: No, there aren’t.
Bottom: Are there some strawberries?
Sticky, Middle, Top: No there aren’t.
Bottom: Is there a box of chocolates?
Sticky, Middle, Top: No, there isn’t!
Bottom: Oh!
Sticky, Middle, Top: Tee hee! Tee hee!